
Radiography Volunteer

Amani Hostel arranges for radiography placements in Tanzania this program caters for
radiography students and qualified radiographers from all corners of the world.

Our radiography placement program runs throughout the year and is designed to specifically
suit your individual interests, to meet your course requirements, desired experience and
abilities. You can do it at any stage of your radiography training or professional career.

Amani Hostel we take care of all aspects of your placement process to ensure you have a “just
what the doctor ordered” experience, these include: -

 Flexible travel dates (arrival and departure)
 Program specialty details
 Choice of placement location
 Identifying a suitable placement supervisor
 Accommodation at our very own resident
 Your daily upkeep requirements
 Local transport arrangements

Projects:
The core of the project is the immense Hands-on clinical experience that gives medical students
and volunteers a rare opportunity to practice their various skills. The program can either be
rural or urban based depending on your preference

In addition to the core teaching and outreach project / component, all our programs have a
volunteering component as a way to give back to the communities we work in; depending on
the location / camp where your program is located, participants get involved in a wide range of
volunteer projects, depending on their interests such as:

 Community development, especially on healthcare and educational issues
 Wildlife conservation
 Environmental conservation
 Marine conservation
 Sports development
 Some past volunteer projects have included orphanage visits, teaching kids how to swim,

visiting elementary schools and making essential donations such as books and pencils. See
gallery

Adventure
Depending on location, participants have the option to get involved in a wide variety of
adventures, over and above the clinical and volunteering components. There are separate and
optional activities that will need to be reserved separately:



 Mountain trekking at Mt. Kilimanjaro and Mt. Meru
 Cultural tours for visiting Maasai village or Chagga Bomas in Moshi,Kilimanjaro
 Beach time in Zanzibar
 Biking
 A walking tour of Arusha city
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